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Abstract
We discuss how to implement backjumping (or intelligent backtrack-
ing) in Prolog programs by means of exception handling. This seems im-
possible in a general case. We provide a solution, which works in certain
cases, in particular for binary programs. We also provide an approximate
solution, for arbitrary programs.
Keywords: Prolog, intelligent backtracking, backjumping, exception han-
dling
In this report we first explain the incompatibility between backjumping and the
exception handling of Prolog. Then we discuss how to employ the Prolog excep-
tion handling mechanism to implement backjumping for definite clause program.
We present two approaches and provide an example of adding backjumping to
a Prolog program. The first approach is applicable to a restricted but broad
class of cases, including binary programs (with arbitrary backjumping). In the
second approach the class of available backtrack targets is restricted, so the re-
sulting backjumping may only be approximation of that intended. The report
is completed by brief discussion of the related work and conclusions.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the exception handling in Prolog
(built-in predicates throw/1, catch/3).
Backjumping and Prolog exception handling Prolog computation can
be seen as depth-first left-to-right traversing of an SLD-tree (LD-tree, when no
delay mechanisms are employed). Each node with i children is visited i + 1
times. Moving from a node to its parent is called backtracking. By backjump-
ing we mean skipping a part of the traversing, by moving immediately from a
node to one of its non immediate ancestors. Intelligent backtracking [BP84] is
backjumping in which it is known that in the omitted part of the SLD-tree there
are no successes. (More generally, no successes with answers distinct from those
already obtained.)
Prolog does not provide any ways to directly implement backjumping. It may
seem that the Prolog exception handling (built-in predicates throw/1, catch/3)
is a suitable tool to implement backjumping. There is however an important
difference. After backjumping arrives at a node in the LD-tree (from the subtree
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rooted in the node), the remaining possibilities at the node are explored. On
the other hand, such possibilities are not explored after exception is caught at
the node (by means of catch(A,Token,Handler), where A is the atom selected
at the node or, more generally, a prefix of the node). Also, it seems that there
does not exist a way of exploring these possibilities by means of the exception
handler Handler , at least in a general case.
For a more concrete explanation, consider a node Q in an LD-tree with
children Q1, . . . , Qk. Backjumping to Q from a descendant of Qi is followed
by traversing of the descendants of Qi+1 (and then those of Qi+2, . . . , Qk). An
exception thrown at a descendant of Qi, if caught at the node Q
1 results in
skipping Qi+1, . . . , Qk and all their descendants.
Let us summarize. We may say that to an LD-tree node with n children there
correspond n backtrack points. Any of them may be a target of backjumping.
However Prolog exception handling is able to arrive only to the last one. Thus
backjumping cannot be directly implemented by means of exception handling.2
The discussion of the previous paragraphs refutes the claim contained in
the title of a recent paper [RKH20], which says “backjumping is exception han-
dling”.
Approach 1 Now we discuss a way of implementing backjumping by employ-
ing the Prolog exception handling. Assume that we deal with a definite clause
program P , which we want to execute with backjumping. We intend to ini-
tiate backjumping by means of throw/1. The target of backjumping is to be
identified by a ground term id. So backjumping is initiated by throw(id).
Assume that the target of backjumping is a node A,Q of the LD-tree, where
A is an atom. Assume that Q1, . . . , Qk are the children of A,Q. Let p be the
predicate symbol of A and
p(~t1)← B1.
· · ·
p(~tn)← Bn
be the procedure p of program P (i.e. the clauses of P beginning with p).
Consider backjumping initiated by throw(id) in the subtree rooted in Qi.
The subtree should be abandoned, but the descendants of Qi+1, . . . , Qk should
not. Thus we need to restrict the exception handling to this subtree. A way to
do this is to replace each Bj by catch(Bj , id, fail). Then performing throw(id)
while executing Bj results in failure of the clause body and backtracking to the
next child of A,Q, as required The unique identifier id is usually not known
statically and has to be computed. Assume that a query btid(~t, Id) (backjump
target id) produces the unique identifier out of the arguments of p. So the
backjumping is implemented by a transformed procedure consisting of clauses
p(~tj)← btid(~tj , Id), catch(Bj , Id, fail) for j = 1, . . . , n.
Transforming a program in this way correctly implements backjumping, how-
ever with an important limitation. Speaking informally, backjumping to a node
1 Because of catch(Q′, ..., ...), where Q′ is a prefix of Q, for instance the first atom of Q.
2 We should also mention the differences not related to implementing of backjumping. In
exception handling, after an exception is caught, the exception handler (the third argument
of catch) is activated. In backjumping there is nothing similar to an exception handler. Also,
in contrast to backjumping, exception handling makes it possible to pass information (an
arbitrary term) from the point where the exception is raised to the one where it is caught.
This is done by means of the argument of throw/1.
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with p(~t) selected must occur while executing p. Otherwise the exception is not
caught and the whole computation is abandoned.
An important class of programs which satisfy this limitation are binary logic
programs (i.e. programs with at most one body atom in a clause). For such
programs the approach proposed above is applicable.
The author does not see a way how to implement backjumping in a general
case by means of Prolog exception handling
Approach 2, approximate backjumping We have shown how to imple-
ment backjumping to an LD-tree node A,Q (with atomic A) from, speaking
informally, the execution of A. Here we discuss another case of backjumping
Assume P contains a clause with body B0, B1 (where B0, B1 are possibly non
atomic queries). Assume that, speaking informally, backjumping originates in
B1 and has its target is within the execution of B0. In terms of LD-trees, we
deal with backjumping whose target is a node N = Q0, Q1, Q2, where Q1 in
N originates from a single clause body.3 (Q1 is an instance of B1) and the
backjumping starts within the execution of Q1.
Such backjumping exactly to the target does not seem possible to be imple-
mented by means of throw/1 and catch/3. However we may force B1 to fail when
an exception is thrown. This implements backjumping to, speaking informally,
the success of B0, instead of the original target. In terms of the LD-trees this
means backjumping to the node which is the success of Q0 from N .
4 This in a
sense approximates backjumping to N . In some cases such shorter backjumping
may still be useful. In some cases it may exclude from the search space a major
part of what would be excluded by backjumping to N .
To implement such approximated backjumping we need to change the pro-
gram, so that Q1 in N is replaced by by catch(Q1, id, fail). Assume that in the
program we have a clause H ← B0, B1 and, speaking informally, backjumping
is intended from within B1 to somewhere in the execution of B0. Instead we im-
plement backjumping to the success of B0. To make B1 fail when an exception
id is thrown, B1 is replaced by catch(B1, Id, fail). The clause
H ← B0, B1 is transformed to H ← B0, btid(. . . , Id), catch(B1, Id, fail)
where btid, as previously, is used to obtain the unique identifier for the backjump
target.
Example 1 Here we provide a simple example of approximate backjumping.
Our program is a naive SAT solver P1 [Dra18]:
sat cl([Pol-Pol |Pairs]).
sat cl([H|Pairs])← sat cl(Pairs).
sat cnf ([ ]).
sat cnf ([Clause|Clauses])← sat cl(Clause), sat cnf (Clauses).
3 By Q1 in N = Q0, Q1, Q2 originating from a single clause body we mean that N has
ancestors N1 = A,Q02 and N2 = (B0, B1, Q
0
2)ϕ such that N2 is a child of N1, and is obtained
by resolving N1 with a clause H ← B0, B1 (and ϕ is an mgu of B and H). Also, Q1, Q2 is an
instance of B1, Q02, and if θi, . . . , θj are the mgu’s used in resolution steps between N2 and N
then Q1, Q2 = (B1, Q02)θi · · · θk. Moreover, all the nodes between N2 and N are of the form
Q, (B1, Q02)θi · · · θj .
4 More precisely, by a success of Q from a node N = Q,Q′ of an LD-tree we mean a
descendant Q′θ of N , such that no node between N and Q′θ is of the form Q′θ′.
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It uses the representation of clauses proposed by [HK12]. (Note that we deal
here with two kinds of clauses – those of the program, and the propositional
clauses of a SAT problem.) A conjunction of clauses is represented as a list
of (the representations of) clauses. A clause is represented as a list of (the
representations of) literals. A positive literal is represented as a pair true-X
and a negative one as false-X, where the Prolog variable represents a propo-
sitional variable. For instance a formula (x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (¬x ∨ v) is represented
as [[true-X,false-Y,true-Z],[false-X,true-V]]. From now on we do not
distinguish literals, clauses, etc from their representations.
Thus solving a SAT problem for a conjunction sat of clauses means instanti-
ating the variables in sat in such way that each clause contains a pair of a form
t-t. This is done by executing P1 with query sat cnf (sat). So the program
replaces variables of the formula sat by by their logical values, true or false.
(The variables occur in literals of the form t-V .) See [Dra18, Section 3] for
further discussion and a formal treatment of the program.
We would like to apply intelligent backtracking to P1. After a failure of
sat cl(cl) (where cl is a partly instantiated clause) it makes sense to directly
backjump to the last point where a variable from clause cl was assigned a value.
For the non binary program P1 we cannot implement the required backjump-
ing exactly. Instead we employ Approach 2 as, speaking informally, such back-
jumping originates from sat cnf (Clauses) and its target is in sat cl(Clause) in
the last clause of the program.
We number the variables of the propositional formula in the order in which
they get assigned their values. The numbers will serve as unique identifiers of
backjumping targets. The value of a variable is going to be of a form (n, lv),
where n is the number, and lv a logical value true or false. So now a substi-
tution θ assigning values to variables makes a SAT problem sat satisfied when
each clause of satθ contains a pair of the form lv-(n, lv).
To facilitate numbering of variables, we add the second argument to sat cnf
and to sat cl . The argument is the greatest unique identifier already used.
Additionally, two more arguments are added to sat cl . Its fourth argument is
the last number assigned to a variable within the execution of sat cl . Its third
argument is the list of variable numbers to be considered at backjumping. More
precisely, in sat cl(cl, n, vs, n1), cl is a not yet processed fragment of a clause cl0
and vs is a list of numbers of the variables that occur in the already processed
part of cl0 and are bound to some values.
Let us now transform program P1 into one that takes the variable numbering
into account. The first clause of P1 is split into two cases, as now checking the
value already assigned to a variable must be treated differently from assigning
a value to an unbound variable. The latter case requires creating a new unique
number. So procedure sat cl of P1 is transformed into the following procedure
of the new program P2:
sat_cl( [Pol-V|_Pairs], N, _Ns, N) :-
nonvar(V), V=(_,Pol).
sat_cl( [Pol-V|_Pairs], N, _Ns, Nnew) :-
var(V), V=(Nnew,Pol), Nnew is N+1.
sat_cl( [_-V|Pairs], N, Ns, Nnew ) :-
new_numbers( V, Ns, Nsnew ),
sat_cl( Pairs, N, Nsnew, Nnew ).
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The predicate new numbers takes care of extending the list of numbers of the
variables already dealt with.
% new_numbers( V, Ns, Nsnew ) - if V is a Prolog variable then Ns=Nsnew,
% otherwise V represents the number N and the value of a propositional
% variable, and Nsnew is the list Ns with N added.
new_numbers( V, Ns, Ns ) :- var( V ).
new_numbers( V, Ns, [N|Ns] ) :- nonvar( V ), V=(N,_Value).
Procedure sat cnf is transformed into
sat_cnf( [], _ ).
sat_cnf( [Clause|Clauses], N ) :-
sat_cl( Clause, N, [], Nnew ),
sat_cnf( Clauses, Nnew ).
An initial query sat cnf (sat, 0) results in checking the satisfiability of a con-
junction of clauses sat.
Now we are ready to add backjumping to program P2. The backjumping has
to be triggered instead of a failure of sat cl . The latter happens when the first
argument of sat cl is [ ]. The new program P3 contains the procedure sat cl of
P2 and additionally the following clause, triggering a backjump.
sat_cl( [], _, Ns, _N) :-
Ns=[_|_],
samsort( >, Ns, [LastAssigned|_] ),
% LastAssigned is the greatest number from Ns
throw( LastAssigned ).
When Ns is [ ] then there is no target for backjumping and standard backtracking
is performed. Predicate samsort/3 is a SICStus library predicate which sorts a
list according to a given relation, in this case >.
The procedure sat cnf of the new program P3, is constructed out of that of
sat cnf by transforming its second clause as described in Approach 2:
sat_cnf( [], _ ).
sat_cnf( [Clause|Clauses], N ) :-
sat_cl( Clause, N, [], Nnew ),
catch(
sat_cnf( Clauses, Nnew ),
Nnew,
fail
).
So backjumping related to the variable number i, implemented as throw(i),
arrives to a clause instance where Nnew is i. The whole catch(. . .) fails, and the
control backtracks to the sat cl invocation that assigned the variable number
i. (An additional predicate btid was not needed, as sat cl provides the unique
identifier.)
Note that the target of the proposed intelligent backtracking is a choice
point within the execution of this invocation of sat cl . Thus the implemented
backjump does not substantially differ from the intelligent backtracking, as the
search space for sat cl is small. (It is of the size of the clause dealt with, i.e.
it may be assumed constant, while it seems that the size of the tree fragment
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skipped in the backjumping may be exponential w.r.t. the number of clauses of
the SAT problem.)
Now program P3 consists of presented above: 4 clauses for sat cl (3 of them
from P2), 2 clauses for sat cnf /2 and 2 for new numbers/3. To avoid leaving
unnecessary backtrack points in some Prolog systems, the two pairs of clauses
with var/1 and nonvar/1 may be replaced each by a single clause employing
var(V ) -> . . . ; . . .. A top level predicate may be added to simplify a bit the ini-
tial queries, defined by a clause sat( Clauses ) :- sat_cnf_a( Clauses, 0 ).
An example of applying Approach 1 to the same program, by first trans-
forming it to a binary program, is planned to be included in a further version
of this report. Approach 2 was chosen here for an example, as the result seems
simpler and is closer to the original program.
Related work Paper [RKH20] presents two examples of using Prolog ex-
ception handling to implement backjumping. In both cases it is backjumping
enhanced with passing information from backjumping origin to its target (by
means of the argument of throw/1). The second example is a non-toy one, it
is a SAT solving program with conflict driven clause learning. The paper does
not propose any general way of adding backjumping to logic programs. The
difference between backjumping and Prolog exception handling discussed at the
beginning of this report is not noticed. Instead, it is claimed (page 1) that the
control flow provided by throw/1 and catch/3 “is exactly what is required for
backjumping”.
Conclusions This report discussed the differences between backjumping and
Prolog exception handling, and proposed two approaches to implement the for-
mer by the latter. This seems impossible in a general case. The first approach
imposes certain restrictions on where backjumping can be started. The second
one – on the target of backjumping. The restrictions seem not severe. The
first approach is applicable, among others, to binary programs with arbitrary
backjumping. For the second approach, the presented example shows that the
difference between the required intelligent backtracking and the implemented
backjumping may be unimportant.
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